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CHAP7ER I

INTRODUCtIOI'i

An interest in the use ot the Rorschach Test with children has increased considerably in the last ten years.

Early at-

tempts to use the test diagnostically met with tailure due to the
great difference toundwhen applYing the standardized adult norms
to children's protocols. Upon the realization that children's
standards must be formulated, several investigators conducted
studies in which they tested children within an age range ot several years.

The contributions resulting trom these studies

!proved conclusively the inappropriatness at adult norms, but in
add1tion raised new problems.
~ery

Since young people are crowing

rapidly and acquiring changinl experiences that atfect their

~orschach

records, it was found that even with a range ot a tew

rears the test determinants were widely scattered making definitive standards very difticult or impossible to obtain. Work
~1th

younger children also pointed to a need tor a change in ad-

~inistration

procedure.

Recently there have been normatIve stud-

ies made dealing with very small chronological and mental age
ranges and these show promise ot establishing criteria that will
be ad~quate

for the normal child.
1

So too, though adequate norms

4

bave been worked out that apply to the various types ot mental
abnormalities ,as they affect adult., little has been done in determining what pattern ot responses children with the same type
of abnormalities show.
The purpose, theretore, ot the present study is to (1)
determine whether there are Rorschach patterns dist1nctive of
feebleminded children, and (2) to attempt to show the relationship between these patterns and Intellectual development.
The disparity between mental and chronological age of
these subjects suggests that their responses will ditter in some
~anner

trom those ot normal children whose mental and chronolog-

ical ages are n••rly equal. Though they may have mental ages
similar to normal children who are much younger in years t these
feebleminded glrls may

po~sess

greater llfe experience.

This

greater apperceptive mass will probably enable the children to
project onto the oards a greater variety ot responses.

But those

processes ot association that depend upon intelligenoe will likely
prevent ,these children trom elaborating their responses to the
same degree ot completeness that is expected ot normal subjects.
~n

addit1on, the mental retardation ot this croup may have result-

ted 1n personality changes that would manitest themselves on the
~orsch.Oh

reoords.

It these children have reached the point of

develqpment where they are aware ot their limitatIons a cautiousness, tImidity or perhaps brashness may 8how itselt.

To date

Several normatIve studie8 have been made using young ghildren

ot

~-~------------------------------------------------,
preschOOl, grammar school. and early high school levels.
The diff1culties encountered in the application of intelligenCe tests in early childhood are increased when dealing with
the retarded child.

The computed intelligence quotient alone

does not give an accurate picture ot the wnole person for it does
not show emotional stabil1ty or the manner in which the intelligence 1s characteristically used.

Klopfer has

~1ttent

"The

interdependence ot emotional and intellectual growth tactors is sc
decis1ve in this early stage ot development that &nf intellectual
diagnosis which cannot take into aocount this interdependence is
bound to be very unreUable. til
At this time there are no published norms on the
Rorschach tor retarded children with intelligence quotients below
seventy.

This investigation seeks to contribute data tor estab-

lIshing norm. tor feebleminded girls.
1 Bruno Klopfer and Helen Margulies, "Rorschach React ...
ions 1n Early Childhood," Ror8chacJ~ Research Exchange, V, January,
19lf.l, 1.

•

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

There has apparently been no study dealing exolusively
with the Rorschach responaes of feebleminded children.

However,

there have been several investigations that show oomparisons between the Rorsohach patterns and mental age ot feebleminded adults and of normal children. They also ooncern themselves with
Rorschach patterns in relation to mental age and intelligence
quotients.' Some report on changes in admin1stration that seem.
p.eeessalT when the test is given to young children.
In 1930 Beckl reported on a study of inmates in a school
tor the mentally retarded 1n Rew York. He administered the
Rorschach test to sixty-nine subjects whose intelligence quotients
ranged trom twenty-one to seventy-seven with a mean ot 55.1.
There were m8D7 individuals in this croUp who were adults, the age
range being from five years ten months to sixt:r-tive years ten
months.

Forty-seven subjects wbo were under sixteen years of age

showed a mean age ot 10.83 and a standard deviation of 3.09.
1 Samuel J. Beck, "The Rorschach Test and Personality
~1agnosis • 1. Feebleminded t" ,amer1 C IJl lsmrn.J. 2t. P'lCh1ata:,
~, Ju41. 1930. 19-52.

Thirty-two subjeots were females; thirty-seven were males.
Although no attempt was made to relate the findings to
intelligenoe quotients, analysIs ot some of the determinants in
the l1ght of mental,. ages supported the contentIons ot Rorschaoh
in some cases.

In others they did not.

Beck reports a regular

increase ot whole responses with mental age. and a general increase 1n form plus responses.
a smooth curve.

The latter however, did not show

contrary to the reports ot Rorschach. Beck found

that no diagnost1c significance could be attaohed to oligophrenic
details as an indication ot feeblemindedness.

The mean number ot respoDses tor this group was 21.36
with a standard deviation ot 8.10.
showed a bi-modal

cu~e

The total number ot responses

over the range ot mental ages.

Beck 1n-

dicates the probable reason for this when he hypothesizes that,
" ••• at the lowest mental ages, associations were too tew to
produoe many responses.

At the middle range, associations were

uninh1b1ted.

At the upper ranges, cr1ticism reduces the pro-

duct1v1ty.n2

In tifty-five per cent of the cases no movement

responses occurred and when they did appear it vas on the records
of those 1n the upper ranges ot mental age.

Beck considers an

average ot one movement response per reoord to be the probable
number tor the feebleminded.

He also states

~hat

color t the rep-

resentat1ve ot affect1vity, bears no constant relationship to
2

Ibid •• 37.

mental age level when

a sufficiently

wide range is under consid-

eration.
A study ot 123 young children was made by Ford3 in

1946.

Her subjects ranged in age from three years to seven years

eleven months with approximately the same number ot boys and
girl. in each year.
•

The group was highly honogeneau. in 8oclo-

conomic statu. and had intelligence quotients ranging trom 90 to

157, a mean IQ of

12~.35

and a standard deviation of

l~.aO.

The

technique of administration waS modified to better facilitate the
test's use with young children. She constructed a trial blot,
tor she found, as dld Hertl~ that the use ot such a oard established a favorable set and served to make the instructions
more concrete. She simplified the instructions and did not allow
the child to turn the card. In the area of intelligence Ford indicates the relationship between various determinants and mental
age for 113 ot the subjeots whose mental ages were between four
years tive months and nine years eleven months.
showed positive correlations with mental age.

Some determinantl
For example, the

total number of responses and the number of objeot responses tended to increase with mental age, showing Pearson product-moment

~oung

3 Mary Ford t lhJ. ARi~IS1on .2! l!l! RQ£sgblSb lU1 .S2
QbllgreD. MinneapOIIs,
•

4 Marguerite Hertz, uThe Method ot Administration ot
the Rorschach Ink-Blot Test," Cb&:J.a p!ve1opmenS, VII, December,
19)6, 3-31.

7
.orr.lations ot

~.63~

and 1.620 respectivelY.

The number ot

animal and human responses inoreased slightly with the mental age
as did the popular and original respons.s.

The low correlation

ot 1.252 between color responses and mental age agrees with the
findings ot Beck oited above and indicates the unreliability ot
accepting pure oolor responses as an index ot mental deficiency_
Many or the determinants that Rorschaoh claimed were indices or

intelligence were tound to be in need ot modification when the
test is given to children. Her study did not indicate

any

rela-

tion between whole responses and mental age or between movement
responses and mental age.

In summation Ford saysJ

comparison ot the expected incidence and the actual mean.
round in this study indicate. clearly that Rorschach norm.
for comparable mental levels bear almost no relationship
to the findings ot this investigation. In other words, although with rew exceptions the relationships between various
determinants and mental level are substantiated in terms ot
mental age, they are not substantiated in terms or IQ.'
A

A normative \tudy was reported in l~l by Paulsen' in
which she used as sub3ects a highly select group ot six year old
ohildren whose intelligence quotients, determined by the Stanford
Binet test, followed the normal ourve.

Of the eighty-two childre

tested, nineteen per oent ot the boys and eighteen per cent of th
girls had low average or borderline intelligence.

IoUQ&

I

;

Mary

Q~J.sU:!lh

It was tound

Ford, .trut 4Dt~a1i~r !ll. !bl Bgrss:b,ch I!I1 15l
MinneapOlIs,
t;;,o7.

6 Alma Paulsen, "Rorschach ot Scbool Beginners,"
, V, Janus
l~l, 2~-29.

that with increasing intelligence there was an increase ot buman
and animal movement responses, torm responses, the concept of

numan figures. and the tendency to see popular content. Whole
responses were fairly evenly distributed among the subjects.

However, the brighter chIldren ,ave superior responses of this
type.

Further, the ability to combine torm and color into good

Fe responses was charaoteristic of those with higher intelligence
quotients.

A greater difference was found among individuals ot

the same sex than difterences between the sexes.
differences were not significant.
be more constricted.

These sex

The dull ohildren appeared to

Contrary to the findings of Ford,? no

difference 1n the number of responses was found between the highel
and

lower mental ages.

Beoause ot the wide range ot individual

differences, Paulsen cautions against using any one or two of the
factors predictively.

Beck and Rab1n8 studied the genetic aspects at Rorsohach
tactors as they appeared in the records ot 131 normal children.
The children of both sexes ranged in age tram six years to thirteen years eleven months.
vided into four

ace

The experimental population was di-

groups tor comparative study.

The mean

? Mary Ford, "Ib4 APPli~iO~ a: £Ql Rqr.ghocQ lJ!l
12 XsrtaM ,hlJ,4rftlh Minneapolis t
• 8.
8 Samuel J. Beck and A. I. Rabin. "Genetic Aspects
of Some Rorschach Factors t tt Amenga; J outna• .2.t QrtbqpsycQI.trx,
XX, July, 19;0, ;9;-;99.

~

-

9.
intellIgence quotIents of each group were nearly equal, within a
range of four points.

The eftect ot intellectual development and

increasing chronological age on Rorschach determinants are illustrated 1n table torm. 9 With an increase in age there appears
to be a constant rise 1n good form percentage, in the percental.
o! animal responses, the total number of responses. and 1n the
ability to see the more common concepts of adults.

The pro-

portions of whole, usual detail and unusual detail responses remained comparatively static tor the age range tested.
Forty-tour children who showed evidence or having convulsive disorders and who ranged in age trom six years eight
months to tourteen years were administered the Rorschach test
by Zehrer. 10 One ot his purposes was to attempt to establish
valid estimates of intelligence based on Rorschach findings of
his group.

These children had mental ages ranging trom six years

eleven months to ten years two months.
were from sixty-nine to

l~7.

Intelligence quotients

ot the ohronological age tactor, it

is reported that the quality ot whole responses improves with age
and that the number of such responses is not considered significant per set
9

Zehrer considers a whOle to human movement ratio

ll!.iJl.,

198.

10 Frank Zehrer, "InVestigation of Rorschach Factors
in Children Who Have Convulsive Disorders and in Those Who
Present Pro~lems of Adjustment," Am'r~can Journal ~ QrthOpslcb1:(tu, XXI. April, 1951, 292-302.

19
of six to one not to be an indication ot poor intellectual
~tion

tor children under ten years ot age. The primary

differentiating determinants tound in this study were in the good
form responses t popular. human movement, and the ratio ot animal

to human movement responses. The number ot responses were significantly higher around the middle range at mental age.

In

summary Zehrer states,
Highly tentative interences may be drawn tor the use of
scoring catagories in interpretation ot Rorschach protoool.
ot ohildren in the area ot estimating functional mental
sbili ty. A oombination of PI- per cent ot less than sixty
per centt 1 P, OM, PMJ and
WaH ratio ot 6,0, and sum A
to sum H ratio of l~'l may be indicative ot mental ~ge not
exceeding that ot the average eight year-old child.~
Ledwith12 conducted a normative studT of eighty boys

Fe,

and eighty girls ages six year. six months to six years ten
months.

Intelligence quotients ranged trom seventy-seven to 148,

mean of 105.5 and a median ot 102.7. The administration procedur4
tollowed that recommended by Klopter and Kelley.13
She tound no significant sex ditterence between her
groups although the girls shoved a slight tendency to give more
response. than did the boys. Neither sex nor intelligence level
11 l.tllsl. t 301.
12 Nettie Ledw! th, "The performance ot Six Year Old
Children on the Rorschach Ink Blot Test: A Normative Studl,"
IJnt.Y!1~li'Y sal: n1i:tlm. Bulletin, VL, 191f.9t 10. 8, 250-2;,.

13 Bruno nopter and Douglas McGlashan Kelley. II1t.
Ror,gblSb IechQ19l!" Yonkers-on-Hudson, 191+6 t 27-59.

~~------------~
u
seemed to atfect the proportion of location categories, mean
number of color responses or mean number of movement responses.
However, the majority ot protocols showed some human movement
responses which the author concludes are related to some factor
other than intelligence.

She further teels that the large per-

centage ot whole responses 1s not related to intel11gence or driv
when found in the records ot six year old children.

The principa

factors that difterentiated the records from those of normal
adults were in the large number of animal movement over human
movement responses, and the predominance of color-torm plus pure
color responses over the form-oolor responses.
Another normatlve study by Swittl~ of eighty-two normal
preschool children glves charaoteristio responses patterns tor
this group_

The age renge in this study was trom three years

one month to six years tour months.

The reoords were analyzed In

terms of the frequenoy ot ooourrence ot the various scoring
factors.

Switt moditied the administration procedure by telling

the children that she was going to show them some tunny pictures,
and pointing out that they weren't really pictures of anything.
The inquiry was conducted immediately atter the initial tree
association tor it was discovered that the children tended to
forget their responses over a period ot time.

Atter all the

l~ Joan W. Switt, "Rorsohach Responses ot Eighty-Two
Preschool Children," Ro.tlcQ!9h BtsearoQ hehangSh IX, June t 191+,.,
7~ ... 8lt.

~--------------~
1.

cerdS were shown, the raj ected cards were again presented to the
child and he was encouraged to respond.

For these young children

SWift found the median number of responses to be eleven with a
significantly greater number given on the oolored cards.

The

most frequently rejeoted cards were four and six with rejections
occurring more otten with the older children.
Examination of 138 Rorschach records of normal pre.chool children by Kay and Vorhaus lS revealed that the number of
responses increased signifioantly trom age two years to six years
eleven months.

Although the number of whole responses increased

with older children, the increased number ot detail responses
and total responses causes the per oent ot whole responses to
decrease.

Unlike 'adult records, the number of detail responses

never exceeded the number of whole responses.

As children grow

older their increase 1n critioal ability causes more rejections.
Qualitative examination ot the records also reveals that older
children give fewer arbitrary responses and are not prone to
perseverate as are the very young.

Since It i8 not reported

whether intelligence tests were administered to these children
it Is not known how this tactor affected the records.

-

15 Lillian Kay and Pauline Vorhaus. ttRorschach Reletions in Early Childhood, Part Two, Intellectual Aspects ot
Personality Development," 3grsgb'2D R!,e!l!D Eicbeng!, VII,
April, l~3, 71-77.

~------------------------~
13
vorhaus16 treated the identical records in light ot
their content and manner ot approach.

It was found that children

ot preschool age use all the populars that adults do, and in
addition, appear to have "populars" that are peculiar to them
alone.

It the concept 1s related in some way to a developmental

process the children are unable to respond.

For example, "people

ly1ng down" 1n card tive, seems to be too static for active six
year olds. Verbaus feels that the difference in the manner ot
approach between children and adults oan be explained 1n the
following manner:
Two tactors appear to be responsible for the majority ot
differences in the use ot D and d by adults and by preschool ch11dren: (1) The content interpretation to which
a detail most naturally lends itself tor each age group.
(2) The eas''1w1th whIch an area can be segregated trom the
total blot.I.
Anna Schachtel18 writes ot a longitudinal study made
on a child between his third and seventh year.

This study is ot

value tor it shows at what point in the development of this ch1ld
new forms of perception appeared.

At three years there is ex-

treme perseveration with little regard for the form qualit1es of
the blot.

The areas chosen are predominantly whole or buIlt-up

16 Pauline Vorhaus, "Rorschach Reactions in Early
Chlldhood Part III Content and Detalls in Preschool Records,"
Eorschlcb Bese'lsQ IIchapg!, VIII, April, l~, 71-91.
17 ll!.t.sl-,?l+ •

18 Anna Schachtel, "The Rorschach Test with YO\1lll
rMtdrf~"~ American Journal ~ orthopsychIatry, XIV, January,

~--'- - - - - - - - - ,
ltt
~oles.

At the fourtb year the cbild cbose an equal number of

"holes and usual details.
onlY the form was used.

Perseveration was muoh less, but still
Animal movement was seen at the fifth

year and torm increased in Quality.

The ability to see human

movement showed itself at the seventh year.

Fram this study

Schachtel concludes that, "In small children the dynamic form
perception takes the place of tbe movement response which develops later (usually trom 5 years on.)"19
A study of 131 normal children between the ages of t1ve
and

eleven years was conducted by Stavrianos20 to determine the

presence of patterns of response which would indicate sex differences.

Included in this investigation were sixty-seven boys and

sixty-four girls.

This study tends to confirm the findings of
other studies (nopier and Kel18y,21 Ford22 ) that color is used
earlier and combined with form earlier by girls than by boys.
The color responses of' those girls between seven and nine years
vere uncontrolled, leading to the conclusion that this period is
one of uncontrolled and impulsive emotional reactions to outside

19

lW-,

1.

20 Bertha stavrianos, "An Investigation of Sex Ditferences 1n Children as Revealed by the Rorschach Method," Rgrlch..gb
Btseargh Exghonge, VI, October, 1~2, 168-175.

.
21 Bruno Klopfer and Douglas Kelley, I1a 5gl",chlSCb
hChniaU!h Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1946, 220 •

.....~~~. sl. Sihe RgtSSQ'qh 1!.!l

o

~------------~
stimuli.

This supposition may also be supported by the tact that

the same girls gave a greater variety ot responses that were impulsive and ot Joor form.

The younger girls showed an over-

emphasiS on the vague. undifferentiated whole responses,

One-

third ot the girls between the years t1ve and seven gave human
movement responses.

Since these did not appear in the recorda

ot bOyS of the same age, it 1s concluded that the developmental
level is greater in girls than 1n boys at this time.
two hundred and ttve records of lS5 children between
the ages two to seven y.ars with above average intelligence were
examined by Klopfer and Margulies.23 The perseveretion, or
"magiC repetition" of the same response without regard to blot

torm, that is found in very young children, became rare at the
third year

an~

disappeared entirely at four.

sentially with Schachtel reported above.
m~

This agrees es-

This "mag1c repetition"

take the form ot rejections 1n an "I don't know" response for

each card.

The predominance at the use of whole responses ap-

pears to have a relation to age with these Children.

At the

fourth year, ten per cent ot the children gave only whole responses, at the fifth year three per cent,

and

at the sixth year

none of the subjects confined themselves exclusivelY to the use
,of

the entire blot.

With increaSing a,e there appeared an

23 Bruno Klopfer and Helen Margulies, "Rorsohach
Reactions in Early Childhood," R2t'9QIPb Bllllr9b 119Q8DS!.
X, JaDuarx, 19;1, 1.23.

~-----------,
18
increase in the percentage ot human movement, animal movement and
form-color responses.

Pure color responses decreased with age,

while color-torm and inanimate movement responses were too unstable to be ot significance.
A report by Kerr2~ contrasts the protocols ot normal
children ot both sexes ranging in age from seven to twelve with
those of mental detective boys and girlst a,es eleven to fourteen
In the case ot the mentally deteotive chIldren the kinaesthetic
responses did not increase with increasing age as they did with
normal chIldren.

On the whole, the mean number ot movement re-

sponses was lower tor retarded children then tor normals ot the
same chronological age.

White space was used with equal fre-

quency by both groups with the extraversive chIldren giving by
tar the greater number.
was

.3~,

Mean form-color responses tor normals

tor the retarded it was·.36.

Mean color-form responses

were .58 tor normals and 1.32 for the retarded.

The avarace ot

the pure color responses was 1.02 tor the normals and
the retarded.

1.~5

for

From her findings Kerr concludes.

It seems as it the high colour torm mean and the extraordinarily high colour mean ot the M.D. group show some
fundamental attective instability inherent in mental
detect • • • oolour form answers sbow emotional instability, since the means ot the olinic and M.D. groups are

2~

Children,"

170-185.

Madeline Kerr, "Tbe Rorschach Test Applied to
PSlgQ2*oll, XXV, October, 193~t

~r~illb J2I£DI~ ~

"'-'

~~---------------------------------------------------------,

12
large compared with those ot the normal group.2S
Further, Kerr reports a produot-moment correlation ot

1_,7

between intelligenoe and whole responses and a low but

positive correlation between the same factor and percentage ot
animal responses.
Davidson and Klopter2 6 have published statistical report.
on the performance ot children in whioh they oonclude that the

number ot responses tor normals is below that tor adults.
" • • • the range is trom 19 to 46 with an average ot about 30,
wh1ch is below the average tor adults_"27 The number ot whole

responses increase trom an average ot 3.6 tram ages six to ten
years, to an average ot

~.6

trom nine to thirteen years. The

torm plus responses are not stable tor children. but usually
range trom sixty.t1ve to eighty per cent.

There is seen to be a

very apparent increase in human movement responses with inoreaaint
age except tor a slight drop 1n the number at such responses be-

tween ten and thirteen leal'S.

At this 8ame period there is an

almost even balance ot torm-oolor and color-torm responses indicating some de,ree ot emotional instabil1ty just betore
puberty.

-

Pure color responses oont1nue to decline 1n number.

2;

~.t

180.

( 26 Helen Davidson and Bruno Klopfer, "Rorschach Statistics,'Part II, Normal Children," RotlQOUO BI.'1l1J) ExOCana', III
October, 1938, 37~3.

27 Ibid •• 42.

p-r----------.
!he animal and human response percentages appear to range trom
torty-two to tifty-eight, and eleven to sixteen respectively.
Generally, the original and popular responses are ditfioult to
compare because ot the difterent standards used by investigators.
The only normative study done exclus1Y.ly on Negro
cbildren was conduoted by Kerr. 28 He used sixty ohildren ages
tbree to nine years with intelligence quotients ranging trom 88
to 119 and a mean of 103.2.
girlS were tested.

Thirty-one boys and twenty-nine

Instructions to the ohildren were simplified,

tbe inquiry was conduoted atter each card and no testing ot the
limits was employed.

Kerr did not tind a progressive increase in

tbe number of responses with increasing chronological age, and
rejections appeared to increase at three levels, thr•• , six and
seven years.

As with white ohildren, the quality of whole re-

sponses improved with age as did quality of the form.

The number

of human movement responses rose with increasing age, and though
animal movement responses were irregular at all ages, they always
exceeded the former in number.

A greater percentage ot the chil.

dren gave color-torm than torm-color responses.

Form-color re-

sponses did not appear until five years or age.

Kerr reports

that,"fhese trend. agree essentially with those manifested in

~~--------------~
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the records ot white chi1dren. H29
A tew studies have altered the administration procedure
~hen

testing children although no essential variation is made in

that emotional preparation, position ot subject, presentation of
cards and recording tollow Rorschach's original instructions.
The changes advocated by some investigators are deemed advisable
because children do not understand adult instructions, do not giv
their full attention to the blot, or grow tired betore the test 1
completed.

Ford and Hert. have used a trial card which they say

does not Influence the test results.

SWift, Ford and Norman Kerr

simplified instructions to various degrees.

Urging was used in

some studies. Hertz limited the time to two minutes tor eaoh
card.

SWift and Norman Kerr conducted the inquir,y immediately

atter the child was finished with each card.
!

One study employed

testing of the limits as proposed by nopter and Kelley.
did not.

others

Swift presented the rejected cards a second time.

It

seems the best procedure to make the instructions as identioal
to those used with adults as the age and the mentality of the
children will allow.
It is held by many investigators that for normal children the number ot responses is

8

tunotlon ot ohronological age

althougb lorman Kerr tound no consistent pattern, but a variance
or·R w1tb .ge tor young Negro cbildren.
29

1123.51., 51.

Schacbtel's study or

~---'- - - - - - - - - ,
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one bOY indioates an increase of twelve responses over a period

ot tour years. Kay states that with preschool children the
number of responses inoreases signif1cantly with age.

Davidson

reports that there appears a defin1te low In R about the seventh
,ear. Ford reports a hlgh correlation between mental age and
number of responses.
six year

old~

Ledwith reports that tor her group ot

the brighter children gave more responses.

Paulsen, also using slx year olds, flnds no difterence ln the
bright and dull ch1ld.

It seems that tor normal scbool children

the number of responses should be expected to range for eighteen
to forty-five with a mean of about twenty-tlve.

Findings ot

studies vary as to the mean number but It seems sate to oonclude
that tor normal children a smaller mean is .to be expeoted for
the younger group ••
Generally. chIldren will glve more responses on the
eoloredeaNs, and SWift attributes this to the tact that chl1dre
are more responslve to color and that the configurational qualities of the colored cards lend themselves to more responses.

Sex

appears to pla, some part in the number of responses, but it does
not seem to have an ettect on all ages.

At six years of ale it

1s reported by Ledw1th that boys give more responses than girls,

especlally on cards VIII, IX. and X.

The number at rejections

deere,ses with age up until the children reach a point where they
develop good critical ability_
r

At the preschool level, however,

,;------------.
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thst the older chIldren gave more rejections.

This agrees with

the findings ot Norman Kerr, who reported an increase of rejections at ages six and seven.

Ford, on the other hand, reports

that her chIldren around three years ot age gave more rejections,
which was also

8

finding of Norman Kerr.

It appears, then, that

there are two levels at which more rejections might be expected.
It is reasonably sate to assume that atter six or seven years ot

age rejections of oards will be rare until the child reaohes
.srly pubescence. The most frequently rejected cards are IV and
VI with card V rarely being rejected at all.
Apparently the average response time has such little
sIgnificance that it 1s not often reported in the literature.

It

appears to be a valid conclusion that it is difficult to assign
importance to this taotor because one 1s never sure just when the
child 1s tinished with the card.

He may be fasoinated with a

previously seen form, be looking tor new forms t be attracted by
the color or s1mply not attending to the blot at all. having
tuled to comply with instruot1ons to lay the oard down.
Likewise, tew studies attach importance to the reaction
time ot children.

Ford reports an increase of only two seconds

trom the third to the sixth year.

Madeline Kerr round a mean

reaotion time of 19.02 tor her normal chIldren aged nine to
twelv~

years.

Generally there i8 reported to be a slightly great

er average reaction time tor the colored cards than for the

~~------------------------~
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tor all cards.
One ot the most valid lndices ot growth is the percent-

ace ot F plus responses. F plus, but not F alone is directly
related to chronologlcal age and intel11gence. This holds true
not only tor the absolute number at good form responses but the
percentage ot the same tactor in the record. Davidson and
Klopfer report that the F plus per cent tor school children
ranges from slxty-tive to eighty.

Zehrer's findings show the

relation of F to lntelligence. Morons between the ages of six
and fourteen gave 56 per cent P, normal children of the same ages

,ave eighty-one per cent. Durlng the early years (two, three,
four) the F percentage 1s high but the torm 1s usually very poor.
Beck found a positlve correlat1on ot

.6~

between F plus and menta

age and concludes that increas1ng quality 1mpressions and ot
power tor acourate responses as mental ace rises, ls indicated
by

this finding.

lorman Kerr reports an increase ot F per cent

until age eight. Althougb generally there are no sex ditterences
as far as F is concerned, Stavrianos reports that ,1rls between
seven and nine years tend to give poorer torm responses than
boys.

It is not explained why this d1rference should oocur.
It 1s well established tbat the number ot W decreaae

While the quality ot W increasea with an increase of chronological a8l$. This also holda true tor an increase ot mental age,
to the extent that Beck claims that this factor 1s sutficient
to differentiate mental levels. He re arts a correlation ot

23.
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between Wand mental age.

Kerr reports a correlation

ot plus .57 between Wand intelligence quotient. At the very low
ages almost all responses are W as reported by Vorhaus and
SChachtel. Even up to seven years there is quite an emphasis
on the unditterentiated whole responses (Stavr1anos.)

These

young children tend to react to the whole unanal1tically and

uncritically.

The more gitted give better quality whole res-

ponses aceordins to Paulsen. Beck reports that W, D and Dd
relationships remain comparatively static between the ages six
to fourteen.

Sex does not appear to be a tactor atfecting the

number or quality of whole responses.
HUman movement responses also appear to be direotlY
related to age and intelllgence. Beck reports that titty-tive
per cent of his ieebleminded group showed no M at all and he
concludes from this that the mentally retarded have little capacity for creative fantasy.

Stavr1anos tound that M appeared

earlier in girls than in boys.

There appears to be a sllght drop

in M about eleven ,.ears of age a. reported by DavIdson and
Klopfer, and this 1s substantiated by the findings ot Sunne.
For retarded adults an average ot one M is to be expected accord...
ing to Beck.

However, for retarded children Madeline Kerr tound

no increase of Mwith increasing age as in the case ot normals.
For six year olds no M is to be expected, while those trom ages
tVelve to fourteen two M per record otten appears.

Schachtel
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intelligence.
Paulsen and Zehrer report that PM is closely related to

intelligence. The studies ot normal children (Ford, Ledwith,
SWift) indicate an increase ot animal movement with increasing
chronological age although Norman Kerr found an irregular appearance ot this tactor tor h1s croup ot Negro children. Ford
reports a mean ot
Dlo~ement

2.~,

and Ledwith reports a mean ot 2.8 animal

responses for their groups of six year old ch1ldren.

There also appears to be an increase ot PM atter puberty accord.
ing to Beck and Rabin.

Madeline Kerr's study ot mental retarded

children showed no increase of FM with age that 1s found

1~

norma

children. There appears to be no sex d1tterence 1n the production ot PM.
Inanimate movement appears to be a very s11ght tactor
in the record. ot children. Ford and Paulsen report means ot

.5 and .2 respect1vely tor their six year olds, and Ford and
Klopfer and Margulies 8ay that m is most unstable between three
and seven years. Inanimate movement is seldom s.en 1n the record
of the mentally retarded.
The tindings with regard to the use ot color have
tended to show that there is a trend trom C to OF to Fe as the
child progresses 1n age, as reported by Davidson and Klopfer.
Mean $um C tor six year olds appear. to be around ., (Ford).
Madeline Kerr reports sl1ghtly more color for the mentally defi-

2;'
to mental age over a wide range of levels. Unlike other determinants sex appears to be a def1nite factor in the produotion of
color respons$s.

Paulsen's six year olds and SWift's preschool

girlS gave more C responses than did the boys.

It appears as it

C is used earlier by g1rls than by boys and for both sexes it
appears betore shading responses.

Girls between the ages seven t

nine give more uncontrolled oolor responses than boys aocord1ng t
stavrianos. Since C is closely related to emotlonal tactors ln
the individual·. make-up, and high color Is assumed to be evideno

ot emotional instability, It is not surprislng that the C determ!
nant cannot be strlctlY correlated to lntelligenoe or chronological age alone.

Form-color responses, however, which depend upon

an ability to organize 10glcally can better be related to age and

IQ. Klopfer and Margu11es and Davidson lndicate an lncrease of
with chronological age.

There appears to an almost even balance

ot Fe wlth CF at the ten to thirteen year levels which may indicate some instabl1lty at that tlme.

Fe

also appears to be re-

lated to intelligenoe according to Paulsen, Zehrer and Made11ne
Kerr.

Fe

usually do.s not appear until the fifth or sixth year

(Norman Kerr), and at six years the bright uncontrolled CF predOminates OYer the better PC.
As might be expected, chlldren chose animal concepts
for tqe great majority of thelr respon.es.

As they inere.se 1n

age and their experience becomes wider, they use other categories.
Because the blots lend themselves to animal conee ta and le8s

26•
imaginative ability is required to perceive them, the retarded
see many animal forms, exoept where perseverat10n of another con-

cept dominates their responses. However, this factor alone is
not suffioient to distinguish the various levels of intelligence.
Children use all the populars that adults do, but often
tail to see movement that would qualitY the response as a true
adult popular.

Vo~aus

reports that young children of preschool

age have popularl that are peculiar to them as a group.

The

number of P that ohildren lee appears to be related to both intelligence and chronological age up to an 8.18 where they are able
to combine form and. color or torm and movement as adUl ts do.
!hey are more inclined to Ie. the static popular forms.

•

CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH
The

psychologioal instrument used in this investigation

1s the Rorschach Inkblot Test deslgned and standardized by Herman

Rorschach ln Svlt!erland during the year. 1911 to 1921. The test
grew out of an experlment on form-perceptlon, in whlch 1t vas
discovered that various cliD1cal groups had charaoteristically
ditferent way. of reacting to the test mater1al.

B,y

an analysiS

ot the subject's concepts, 1ndicat1ons ot the individual"

person

ality make-up could be obtained. The test is a projective technique whose function is to reveal the structure of the subject's
mind, by having h1m respond to a standard st1muU.

The material

consists ot ten seven by nine and one-halt inch white cards each
having a symmetrical inkblot printed on it. The cards are number
ed consecutively trom I through X and are always presented ln tha
order.

The first, fourth, tirth, slxth

and

seventh are achro-

matic; the second and third are black and red, the eighth, ninth
and tenth are multi-colored incorporatinl bright color and pastel

shades.
The test i. administered lndi vi dual 1,. atter good rapport
is

es~ablished

and the subject is at ease in the testing situatio

27
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.nd with the examiner. l

Introduction to tbe testing proper CDn-

sists ot a brief explanation of the manner in which the blots are
lIlade and the subject i8 told that there are no wrong or right

answers, but he is aSked me?ely to tell what he 8ees; to relate
the impressions he gets trom looking at the blot.

These instruc-

tions are given 1n a noneommital manner to prevent structuring
the situat10n or living the subject a preconceived set.
The cards are presented to the subject in an upright
posit10n and put into his hand.

He is not instructed to turn the

cards, but may do eo it he desires.

Responses are recorded

verbatim along with emotional expressions and s1gnit.1cant bodily
movements, with no comment trom the examiner.

ftme between the

presentation ot the card and the t1rst response is recorded

8S

i8

the total t1me the subject spends w1th eaoh card.
Atter completing the tree association ot all ten cards,
the series is repeated with the examiner reading the original
responses and asking the sub3ect to explain what it was in the
card that called to his mind the impressions.

He is also. asked

to indioate the portion ot the blot trom which his conoept was
drawn.

This intormation is also reoorded verbatim, but not

timed •.
The Inkblots are themselves meaningless, but the subject
1 Bruno nopter and Dougles McGlashan Kelley t lDI
Rotsel}Icb T,Iohn1OU!, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1946, 27-35.
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~hen

responding projects his concepts onto the blot.

The things

be sees and the manner in which he sees them are indications ot
the workings ot his m1nd. 2 The subjects reaction to the cards 1s
said to be similar to the 'Wsy in which he reacts to his environment, the manner in which he oharacteristically attacks lifets
problems. 3 FUrther, the clinician oan learn the subject's intellectual capacity, his persistence or drive, degree of maturity
emotional stability and sociabIlIty in a group_
The test alms at elloitlng projections of the total
personali ty and not specific reactions to speoific si tuat1.ons as
sought by the objective techniques.

Since the subject does n6t

know he 1s revealing his personal1ty, he can express himselt
freely, in a permissiVe Situation, without his responses conflicting with objective reality.

The subtlety ot the test allows

this ease ot expression and as a result there is no restriction
of the indIvlduallty ot the subject.

Interpretations are made in the light ot the pattern ot
responses.

Individual determinants have no value unless oombined

to show the oharacteristic structure of the whole personality_
Thls has resulted in a system at percentages and ratios computed
to show the predominance ot one or another mode ot response.

~~----------------------------~
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Searing is done in three main cetQgories:~

or

the location

the concept on the card, the determinants which indicate how

the concept was tormed, and the content or what is seen.

Symbols

representative ot the location of responses are as follows:
W

~

W,S
DW
D

DS
d

Dd

dd
de
di
d1'
S
SD

response to the wbole blot
intended use ot the whole blot, but with parts omitted
(from two-thirds to whole)
whole blot end white space used
a detail interpreted, with its meaning assigned to the
whole blot with justification
large usual detail
white space used 1n addition to D
small usual detail
unusual detail
tiny detail
edge detail
inside detail
rare detail
white space
a detail used in addition to S

Symbols representative of the determinants are as tollows:;

M figures in human-like action
FM animals in animal-like action
m abstract or inanimate movement
k
shading as three dimensional expanse projected on a two
dimensional plane
X shading as diffusion
FK shading as three dimensional expanse in vista or
perspective
F
form. only
Fe shading as surface appearance or texture, differentiated
c
shading as texture, undifferentiated
C' achromatic surface color

-

it Bruno nopfer and Douglas McGlashan. Kelley, Ib.I.
,Borsghacb ZegbmSDl!l, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 19l+6, 60 .. 81.

5 Many at the determinants can be made into combination
symbols that show the predominanoe of one, with the presence ot
another, e.g., of indioates a predominance of shading as texture
with indefinite form.
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Fe

C

definite form with br1ght color
color only

Major symbols representative at the content ot responses are as
tol lows :

H
Hd
A
Ad
Aobj
At
N
Geo

human figures
parts of human figures, not anatomical
animal figure.
parts of li vine animals
fur skins. skulls and the l1ke
human anatomy
nature
topographical and outlIne maps and geographical
concepts
In addition, the responses are soored original (0) it

they occur not more than once in one-hundred records, or popular
(p) which indicates that they are those response. that embody a
commonly used portion, commonly used determinants, and are
acceptable to the olinioally normal subjeot. 6
There have been rew studies devoted to the reliability
of the Rorschach test tor its reliability has been assumed by
~ost to be adequate.

troup7 using the matching technique found

the test to be reliable as a whole.
~ased

Those reliability stUdies

upon comparison at blind diagnoses have shown the test to

6 Bruno Klopter and Douglas McGlashan Kelley, %Wi
Rorsehach X,gtm'muh Yonkers-en-Hudson, 19l+6, 179-180.
7 Evelyn Troup t tf It. Comperatlve Study by Means Qf the
Rorschaoh Method ot Personality Development In Twenty Pairs ot
Ident1~~1 Twins, It Glntiig Pu;cQQ.ogz MonoctlRlls t XX, November,
1938, 1+61-5;6.
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be

reliable.

But, as Piotrowsk18 points out, the rellabllity and

the valldity of the test are really inseparable and the validity
of the test carries with it reliabIlIty. Hertm 9 says this may be

true, but until a high degree of valIdity has been established
for different groups, the reliabllity cannot be assumed.

Because

ot the nature of the test and the dynamios ot personality, It cannot be expected that
different oeeasions.

8

subject will react exactly the same on two
Again, diagnosis of the same individual by

dIfferent clinicians may yield results that differ in emphasis on
the less obvious traits, but that are In agreement concerning the

main aspects of the personality.
Although correlational techniques do not serve well as
I

method ot checking validity ot the Rorsohach test, because they

deal with isolated traits, stl1l thls method has been tried by
some lnvestigators. Herts lO and Vernonl1 have obtained some
suggestive correlations by comparing isolated Rorschach catagories
8 Zygmunt Piotrowski, "The Rellability ot Rorschaeh's
Erlebnls-typua," tI~~a~ ..2l.M~gma • .!m4 EaRS!@l f!ISQ2;\9S1,
XXXI I, not given,
, .,.39· •

9 Marguerite Hertz, "Rorschach: twenty Years Arter,"
PSYsQS12S.9 •• D9"t~~n, XXXIX, October, 1~2, 539.
10 Marguerite Berti, "Tbe Rorschach Ink-Blot Test,
Historical SUmmary, Ii fgxgQQ;l.gclglJ. &i»l.I!i&Zh XXXII, January,
1935 t 61.
I

. 11 P. E. Vernon, nThe Rorschach Ink-blot Test,'·
brIt3:1h loyrngl ~ Heg.sal fsxgqo},oll, XIII, February, 1933,

285 •.
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vith paper and penc11 tests.

Beck12 reported a positive correla-

tion between Rorschach's intellectual tactors and other 1ntelligence tests.

These methods d1d not prov1de good results. by

standard correlation values.

The comparison ot contrasted groups

have y1elded the best case tor Rorschach validation.

Case studie

also have tended to confirm the validity ot the Rorschach method.
Hertz 13 studied the blind diagnoses ot different skilled clinicians throughout the country and found that their hlgh agreement
made the blind diagnosis method acceptable tor testing valld1ty.
Blind diagnosis ot whole groups of cases has also led to tsvorabl
results.

Rapaportl~ holds that the Rorschach still stands as the
most useful projective technique of 1ts kind.

It has an advantag

in its ease ot handling and fundamentall,. simple procedure, but
there are fallacies and huards in lts mechanical use.

Commenti

on the comparison studies he sars,
The published comparisons of blind diagnoses with clinical
histories and symptomology, however sucoesstul, do not
standardize or va.lidate the test; tbey mere17 demonstrate its
its usefulness and potential1ties.l'

13 Msrgueri te Hertz and B. Rubens~iIIIUIl
of Three 'Blind' Rorschach Analysesj"
RSY2h:J,ali r r, IX, April, 1939, 295-31,. ~~I¥U
Chicago,

14 David Rapaport, l;!1agno gli:J.c
l~, 88-1~4.

,l;.&L.Ii4l~~IIJIUI~
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SUbjects
The subjects used in this stu4Y were fitty girls trom at
Harr ot Providence School, Chicago, Illinois.
age

The chronological

range was from 8-0 to 15-3 with a mean of 12.33 years, a

median of 12.16 and a standard deviation ot

2.0,.

Intelligence

quotients derived trom the Revised Stanford-Binet Scale, Form L,
ranged trom 43, to 70 t with an average ot 56. 9lt t and a standard
deviation ot 7.64 (median ,7.10).

The mental ages were recalcu-

lated to the date of the Rorschach Test administration from Intel
ligence tests on tile at the school.

This was done by letting

the IQ remain constant and allowing a proportlonate increase In
mental age with an increase in chronologlcal age.

These ranged

trom 4-7 to 12-9 wlth an average ot 7.21, and a standard deviation ot 1.31 years (median 6.84).
According to the records at St. Mary ot Providence Schoo
these chl1dren were normal exoept tor their mental retardation.
Those wlth mental retardation and accompanying epilepsy, post
encephalitis, organic brain damage or mongoloid characteristlcs
were excluded from this investigation.
Setting tor the Test
Each chlld was examined with the author.1n a testing
booth at St. Mary of Providence Sohool.

Atter lt was felt that

the child was relaxed and Interested in the settlng, she was
I

seated to the lett ot the examiner at a large table.
materia

I

torms tor recordi

The testing

3;.
Rorschach cards, were kept to the right of the examiner out of
reach ot the child.

A stopwatch was kept hidden in the lett

The cards were placed face downward on the table and

band.

returned to that position after use.
Administration Procedure
With the exception ot the modifications to be described,
the administration procedure followed that of Klopfer and
Ke11ey.16 Certain cheng.s in administration were deemed necessarl
beoause of the age and mentality of the subjects used. Because 1i
has been found by Ford1 7 that children tend to manipulate the
cards rather than to devote their attention to the blot, the
present subjects were instructed to hold the card in an upright
position without turning.
this way."

The instructions were, "You hold 1t

If, during the testing proper, the child attempted to

rot at. the card the same'instructions were repeated.

To indicate

when they were through with the card, the children were told,
t'When you don't see any more TOU may lay the card down on the

table."
The trial inkblot designed by Ford18 was photographed,
enlarged, and mounted on a card the

S8me

sia. as the original

16 Bruno Klopfer and Douglas McGlashan Kelley, Ib.t.
BRrscQacg t!cQ~g~et Yonkers-on-Hudson, l~t 27-59.
I

17 MarT Ford, Ih! BgtSSblqb

Minneapo11 s t 1946 t 18.

18 Ill14.. 15.

te,£

~

X2ina Qbi.drln,

Eorsohaoh cards.

This was deemed advisable sinoe it served as

nonverbal instruotion to ohildren with limited mental1ty.

This

method was also advocated by Hertz who writes,
It was felt that the introduction of the trial blot did not
make any great chance in the Rorschach method. In fact
Rorsohach instruots that in the case ot sub3ects who do not
understand the nature of the test or who are suspicious,
all necessary explanations should be mad,~ even to the extent of demonstrating blots betore them.~~
With children 1n this study there was practically no
perseveration trom the trial blot20 which would be the expected
effect it the trial card had had an influence on the remainder

ot the test.

Atter rapport was established, the trial card was

presented to the child with the following instruotions, "I have
something to show you.

What could this be? What does this look

llke to you?"

It the chlld talled to respond the instructions

were repeated.

It only one response was given, the chlld was

urged by the examiner to go on by saying, "Yes? Can you tell me
more?"

The children were praised tor each responSe and

encourage~

to elaborate on what they had seen and to indicate its location.
When it was felt that the child, trom looking at the trial blot,
understood what was expected ot ber she was asked, "Is that all?
19 Marguerite Hertz, "The Method ot Administration of
the Rorschach Ink-Blot Test. p Qh1.d R!y!lgDm!nt, VII, December,

1936,

2~.
(

. 20 There were but five oases in which the concept ot the
trial card could be found duplicated in subsequent cards. Of
these tive, the idea never persisted past the second card.

3,
~en

you have tinished I w1ll give you a new one."

The responses

to the trial blot were recorded verbatim, but were not used
interpretatively in this study.
The ten original Rorsohach oards were then presented in
order and the reaction time and total time recorded.

The inquiry

weS conducted immediately atter the subjects indicated that they
were tinished with the card. This was the procedure used by
SWift.21 This portion of the test was unt1med. In many instance
the elaborat10n of what waS seen followed spontaneously the tree
aSSOCiation.

Most of the children indicated their concepts by

pointing and with short descriptive sentences.
r

It was found that

the most accurate means of determining location was to have the
children traoe with their tinger on that area of the card that
the conoept covered.

This was easily seen since the children

otten fingered the blot when responding.

Atter each oard the

children were ppa1sed for their response and encouraged to continue their good performance on the remaining cards.
The location of the concepts were recorded in descr1ptive phrases by the examiner. This was relatively easy since
very tew of the responses did not clearly tollow the normal contours of the blot e1ther as wholes or as usual details.

The

21 Joan Sw1ft, uRorschach Responses ot E1ghty-Two
P~eschool Children," ijpfs£Qagh R!!leftgb IIgban&!!, IX, June, 1<Jl+5,
75.
!
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childrents interest, as a rule, began to wane (Ford)22 before
th~

8

test was completed so it was deemed inadvisable to attempt

second presentation of the cards tor the purpose of testing the

limits.
The records of these cb!ldren were scored according to

the adult standards advocated by Klopfer and Kelle123 presented
on pages 30 and 31.

Since the practice of scoring by adult norms

has been used by all other investigators, and since there has

been no system devised to account for characteristic responses
that appear to be peculiar to children, it was felt that adherenc4
to tradition would make results more comparable.

Even so, some

authors have introduced new scoring factors, fail to use others,
or in reporting combine scoring tactors in their analYsis.

For

example, Ford,2lt- scores organizational links (OL) for verbalized,
logical connect.iorus wi thin a record t and when reporting means tor
color she combines C, Fe and CF, and tor movement she combines M,
BeCk2 , d08s not score animal movement as FM.

FM and m.

-

22

Mary Ford,

Minneapolis t 194-6 t 20.

The

D!. RgrscD!gb lu.i n.:t!l I2Jl.M QlJilg relh

23 Bruno napter and Douglas Kelley, Ill! BorlsQ.gh
1!9hni9Bt, Yonkers-an-Hudson, l~, 182-191.

21+ Mary Ford t DlJ. RorsgDI9n Iu1 ~ X9!W& Qb&14.len,
Minneapolis, l~6t 28.
i'

25 Samuel Beck, Rgrlsnasg'l I!!1, DBSic Ptogesl,
New York, 1950, 93.
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scoring of Kerr26 is not directly comparable with Klopfer's stand-

erds •
It has been questioned by one investigator (Ford)27
~hether

poor form criteria for adults is applicable to chIldren,

end if rare details for adults are not often usual details tor
children.

Another {Vorhaus)28 notes that although children use

all the populars that adults do, they appear to heve their own
populars that are not used frequently by adults.

There 1s soma
assurance to be gained from the words of Klopfer and Margulies29

to the effect that baslcally the same interpretative principles

may be applied to both childrents and adults' records.
The datum gained trom the records of this group are
analyzed in terms of the frequency of occurrence and the percentage of determinants found in each record, and for the sample as a
whole.

Signif1cant tactors are related to intelligence and

chronological age and presented in the torm of tables or graphs.
The principles tor treating Rorschach scores statistically
26 Madeline Kerr, "The Rorschach Test Applied to
Children," llrlt2=!A aIgy:rn1l Sll. f!Y' ch2J.21X, XXV, October, 1934-, l81'h
.
27 Mary Ford, Ih! RgrsSblSb
Minneapolis. 19'+b, 21.

.IW nlh

X2Wl1 Qs2=J,dr§!l,

28 Pauline Vorbaus, ttRorschach Reactions in Early
Childhood, Part III, Content and Details in Preschool Records,"
BOt!cpagh R,sell£B E1Sblnl!, VIII, April, 19~t 89.
29 Bruno Klopfer and Helen Margulies, ttRorschacb Reactions in. . .~rly Childhood, It Rorschash Re!!arch gcSaB!! tV,
January. l~lt 21.

r~
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lldvocated by Cronbach30 are followed.

-

30 Lee Cronbach, "Statistical Methods Applied to
Rorschach Scores," eSlSholog~Qa~ nBllettn, XLVI, September,
1~9, 393-1+29.

~-------------,
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The data gained from the records ot these children are
.nalyzed in terms ot the means and percentages of the various
determinants. Factors that appear to be related in some way to
tne children'. mental development are disculsed.

An attempt is

made to discover why these particular factors appear as they do
in the protocols ot feebleminded girls.

The tollowlng tactors

will be oonsidered. number ot responses, rejections, response
time, reaction time, manner at approaoh, torm responses,

00101'

responses, movement responses, animal percentage, content ot responsEIs, popular., and qualitative impressions.
The tifty ,irls in this study gave Rorschaoh responses
renging in number from eight to thirty, with a mean number ot

,.92.

l7.3~

(medlan 17.0) and a standard deviation of
A Pearson
product-momentl correlation ot -.26 (PE .08) was found between
1

The Pearson product-moment correlation, r

and the probable error, PE=.67-V1

-wr2

t

~Il

V ix2 ~?were computed on the

Otis Correlation Chart, Arthur S. Otls, ~ Qorre1!\19D COltt,
World Book CompBn1t Yonkers-on-HUdsont l~

,~onolOgical

age and number ot responses.

The unrelIabIlIty ot

tbi 8 correlation makes it impossIble to say tbat tor these girls
the number ot responses tended to tall ott with age, althougb

t,bis may be the oas ••2
Considering the Influence ot intelligence on productIv1
1s seen that tor this group a Pearson product-moment correlation ot + .032 (PE .09) exists betw.en tbe number ot Rorschach
,..ponses and intelligence quotients. With this very low and
liable correlation no positIve statement can be made as to th
.ttect ot intelligence on the children·s abIlIty to produce
ooncepts trom the cards.
Of a total ot 869 responses. ,,8 or
,lven on the colored cards. rhe

6~.l9

per cent were

1 ratIo3 between responses on

2 Because the sample tested was not a normal population
Spearman rho correlatIon, which does not assume normality,
used as a check against the product-moment correlation. A
oorre1ation ot -.29 (standard error .12) was found which subs
tlates the fInding by the product-moment meth od. The tormula t
was taken from J. P. Guilford t
§1ipel ~ ~~
~ W9h010gz .I.DS! §dYPI3, New ork t
N (N2 _ 1)
0, 1 3 •

'Hs1=aC!

=lme!J$a,
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colored and achromatio cards was found to be 8.28.

This differ-

ence is significant beyond the one per cent level of confidence.
The greater percentage of responses on the colored cards seems to
be accounted for by two tactors: (1) children appear to be more
responsIve to color, and (cO the configurational qualitIes of the
colored cards lend themselves to being broken into more distinct
parts. Table I indicates the relation between the card number
and the number of responSes to each.
TABLE I

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES ON FIVE COLORED
AND FIVE ACHROMATIC CARDS FOR FIFTY FEEBLEMINDED GIRLS

Colored Cards

a

Percentage

Achromatic
Cards

Percentage

It
,.

II
III
VIII

77

8.86

12.08

I
IV

69
60

7.91+
6.90

8.9~

VI
VII

5l+
68

6.21

311

35.78

IX
X

10,
100

11.;0

198

22.1

Total

;;8

6lt-.19

78

V

60

6.90

7.83

Eighteen or twenty-seven per oent of the subjects rejected at least one card or a mean ot
sample.

For this group,

.16 rejections each tor the

71.7 per cent of those rejecting at

i

least one card had chronological ages exceeding twelve years, tiV4
months.

Tbis suggests that the older girls are more cautious and

tical an.d do not want to be held responsible for the concepts
think 8.re not explainable. The number ot raj ect10ns ranged
four.

There appears to be no relation between the

level and the number of rejections.

The frequency

ected cards and the number ot rejections for each are in the
orderl oard VI, 131 oard IX, 111 oard II, 3, card VII,
I card I,

3; card III,

2, card IV, 2; card VIII, 1; card X, 1,

card V whioh was not re3ected by any ot the children.

It

not appear as if' color had muCh to do with rejections sinoe
cards were rejected as often as the achromatic ones.
The range ot average response time was 9.46 to 113.1
The mean average response time tor the group lias 36.82

.UIDOI1laS •

(median 26.2;) with a standard deviation ot 21.98. This
quite a scatter between the shortest and greatest average

I.~NS

tor each response.
1~lnt

The mean amount ot time each subject

with the set ot ten cards was 9.13 minutes.
the

t

.......__ .. 1'

As might be

children giving more responses genera.lly spent a

time with the cards t although this did not hold true in
Since little s1gnit1cance oan be attached to response

t

no attempt will be made to analyze these t1gures further.~
The mean reaction time for this group was 136.2 seconds

th a standard deviation of 127.0 seconds.

This is meh greater

that expected from adults, who are said to give reaction
4

See

21.

times ranging from ten seconds to a little more than a minute,
with an average close to one-halt minute.

Little importance can

be attached to reaction time other than to say that it is generallY slower for retarded ohildren.

The manner of appreach tor these subjects was such that
by

far the greatest number of responses were drawn from the usual
Tne mean number of responses and the percentage of the

details.

total for each area of the blots are presented in table II.

For

the group then, we see that they followed very well the gestalt

qualities ot the oard when choosing their concepts, with whole
responses taIling within the range ot twentr to thirty per cent,

and the usual details falling within the range ot fartr-tive to
fittr-f1ve per oent.

Small usual details were fewer than what

might be expected, while unusual details i.ncluding white space
responses, very nearly reached the expected ten per cent.

Here,

as with torm responses. the quality ot the wholes and details Is
more In41oat1va of mente.l growth than the absolute number ot such
response••
The mean number ot responses tor eaoh individual based
on torm only was

10.~

(median 10.3;) with a standard deviation 01

4.18. ot the total number ot 869 responses tor the group ,;7 or
64.08 per cent came trom the tormal qualitie. ot the blot onlyThe

n~ber

ot F

~.8ponses

ranged from one, tor a ohlld who gave

but eight replies, to twenty-tour tor a cbIld who gave a total ot
twenty-seven resDonsea.

..

tABLE II
THE LOCATION OF 869 RESPONSES ON THE RORSCHACH CARDS IN TERMS
OF FREQUENCY ,MEANS AND PERCENTAGE FOR FIFfY FEEBLEIUNDED GIRLS

The re8117 1mportant tactor when dealing with torm
responses i . not the absolute number or percentage per se, but
the quality of the concepts that incorporate only torm.

ot this

total ot ,,7 pure torm response. 360 or 64.63 per cent were
decidedlY minas qualit,. It we consider the 102 responses these
children lave that are popular tound on carda I, II tIll tV, and

I, and that need good torm to make tbem so, it .eems reasonable te
conclude that the subjects were otten able to se. the more obvious
well, bu.t when the, must respond to cards in wb1ch the torms are
not clear tbe, re11 on color or live halY concepts.
where

~e

In short,

degree ot originality 18 required, the concept sufters

from poor torm. A Pearson product-moment correlatlon ot ••036
(FE .09) was found between torm plus per oent and- IQ whlch, being

~------------------------------~
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and unreliable, shows there is no relation between these

factors tor feebleminded girls at this level of intelligence.
Eighty-six per cent ot the girls gave color responses

end of the total number ot subjects sixty per cent gave Fe responses, torty per cent gave CF responses and forty-eight per
cent gave pure color responses.

Table III shows the relation

between the various color responses and intelligence.

The effect

of color on the number of responses is str1king Since on Card IX,
where the intensity and blending made torms difficult to find, th
children gave more responses than on any achromatic card, and did
not reject as much as on the achromatic card VI.

Color appeared

to be the prime reason tor choice ot concept on card IX beoause
almost all the responses to this card were ot poor torm.
twenty-tour ot the subjects gave pure C responses.
group gave

8

Only

The entire

total of ninety uncontrolled color responses, a mean

ot 1.80, and a ranee from zero to thirteen,
There is a Pearson product-moment correlation ot •• 18
(PE .09) which though unreliable, suggests little relationship
between the number ot responses using oolor and intelligence
quotients,

A Pearson product-moment correlation of -.16 (PE .10)

was found between sum C and intell1gence quotients and sinoe this
1s low and unreliable no positive statement can be made concerning tqe relation ot these two tactors.

OnlT'" twenty-six of these subjects saw any movement.

For

the fifty sub ects then, there were forty-five FM and sixteen M,

~------------------------------------~
"",,-

1+8.
,nd every child who saw M also saw at least one 1M. Considered

,s a group then, each child saw an average ot .90 FM, an average
of .32 M, or a mean ot 1.22 kinesthetic responses.

There appears

to be no relation between the number ot movement responses and

intelligence within thi. IQ range.
TABLE III
DlrFERF~ TYPFS OF COLOR RESPONSES
ON THE RORSCHACH AND IQ LEVELS IN TERMS
OF CONtRASTED MEAN SCORES FOR FIFTY FEEBLEMINDED GIRLS

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

Mean

Mean
total C

"".0
2.""

5.;
;.2

IQ

N

Fe

Mean

CF

Mean

to If.5

2

1

.5

2

1.0

8

;0

;

;

1.0

9

1.8

12

51 to 5;

ltt

21

1.;

11

.8

l.tt

3.;

;6 to 60

10

.3

15

28

2.8

It.;

61 to 6;

7

3
q.

1.,

18

.6

3

.1+

10

1."

2.a.

66 to 70

12

10

.8

.3

.2

17

l.a.

2.;

Total

;0

lt4

~l

It-6 to

If.3

C

93

Beoaase the peroenta,e ot whole plus part animal response. appears to be related to developmental processes that are
a funqtion ot increased chronological age and mental age, this

ratIo of determinants was analyzed.

These chIldren had percent-

ages ot animal responses ranging from nine to on-hundred.

The

lt9.
mean percentage of A was 43.7 (median 52.83) with a standard devi
stion of 25.6 per cent.
\+I1101e

Of the total of 869 responses 397 were

animal and thirty-four were parts of animals, indicating

that almost halt (lt9.6; per cent) 01' all the responses given by
the group were ot an animal nature.

The mean ot the total number

of all responses was 17.38. The mean number of animal responses
was 8.62.
There 1s a Pearson product-moment correlation of -.252
(PE .09) between the animal percentage and intelligence, suggest-

ing a slight t but unreliable trend away from the use of animal
concepts for the children with the h1gher IQs.
These g1rls as a group chose animal oontent s1x times as
otten as the next most frequently seen catagor,y.

ObJeots, human

detalls, humans and plants were seen with about the same frequen-

cy.

All except one subject saw animal concepts and th1rty-three

saw object conoepts.

Table IV shows the distribution ot content

categories for the children.
Ninety per cent of these children were able to see at
least one ot the populars that are seen by normal adults, and
th1rty-slx per cent gave concepts that lacked an essential quality, but could be scored as an additional popular.

The mean

number of popular responses per record was 2.lt8 and ranged trom
one to six.

Responses were scored additional populars it the

figures on oard III and the animals on card VIII were reported
but not seen in action

or if the conee t was seen without the

,0- .
peoessary color or shading. None of the ehildren gave a r-esponse
to card VI which would qua11fy it as popular.
~a11tY

The essent1.al

of shadIng for the impression of furriness or mark41ngs

on the skin appeared to be too advanced tor subjects of tn-eir
intelligence.

It a live animal was seen, however, it was

scored

.dd.1 tionally.

The inability to see movement 1s well illustratedB when i

c.n be noted that the "moving men" on card III accounted tror only
2.~2

per cent of the total populars. but could be scored .addition

~

and comprised 26.3 per cent of the additional

popula~s.

.im1liar situation existed with regard to the "moving

oard VIII.

A

an1~als"

on

It may be concluded then, that the inability tto see

JIOvement was a large factor in preventing these children flfrom see

ing popular concepts as adults do.

Table V shows the

between the percentages of popular responses and the
¥bioh they were seen.

rel~tionshi
card~

The low and unreliable Pearson

on

pro~uct

aoment correlation ot +.08 (PE .08) between popular. and tIQ mak.s
doubtful any prediotion concerning tbe relation between tthese two
tactors.

However, there appears to be a trend tor the olOder girl

to see more adult populars as shown by a Pearson

product-~oment

correlation ot + .33 (PE .08) between populars end chronoloogical

age.; This correlation i. significant at the two per oenf~ level

-

'

5 Correlation by Spearman rho was +.36 (standaro-d error
.13), which SUbstantiates this finding for non-normal sam.tples.

-
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of confidence.

fABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF CONTENT RESPONSES ON THE RORSCHACH FOR THE
DIFFERENT CATEGORIES IN TERMS OF THE NUMBER, PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL RESPONSES AND THE PERCENTAGE OF SUBJECTS
RESPONDING IN A aROUP OF FIFTY FEEBLEMINDED GIRLS

category
A

Ob3
Hd
H

Pl
Color·
Ad
Fire
Geo. Fi,.1
Cloud
Blood
Sky

Rock
Aob3
At
Water
Arob
N
Dirt
Paint
Smoke
Hole
Geo
Mask
I

If

391
65
62

,r
59

3'"
20
16
1;
lit12

11
10
10

Peroentage
ot total
responses
It-6.68

7 ....8
7.13

6.79

5.55

It-.72

3.91
2'!e
1.
1.13
1.61
1,38
1.26
1.15
1,15

9

1.03

...6

.69
.lt6
.lt6

l6

a.

3
1

•

Color naming

:/I

GeometriC t1gure.

.81
,69
,69

.)It

.01

Percenta.e
ot subjects
responding

98
66
lt6
;6
58
16
a.2
22

10
6
22
10

22

12

10
6
la.
10
2
2
8

a

6
2

r

--------------------------------------------------------~

TABLE V

THE TYPES OF POPULAR RESPONSES OB THE RORSCHACH CARDS
AND A DISTRIBUTION IN TERMS OF THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES
OF MAIN AND ADDITIONAL RESPONSES FOR FIFTY FEEBLEMINDED GIRLS

card
V
III
I
II

VIII
X
.X
X
III

VI

Popular
Response
winged
creature
bOW~ ribbon,
but ertly
winged
creature
bulk7 animal
animal in
motion
spider, crab,
octopus
rabbit,
donke,
green won
tlflre. in
ao ion
animal sld.n
Total

Number ot Percentage 01
ot maln Percentage Additional Additional

lumbe,.

popu1u ot popular

Popular

Popular

30

2'+.19

0

0.0

22

11.7'+

0

0.0

19
13

1;.33

1

1.88

10.'+8

2
22

ttl.50

0

0.0

3

5.66

10

9.68
8.06

8

6.i.t-6

7
3

2."'2

16

0

0.00

6

12

12'+ .

5.9f.

...

3.78

2

1·'"
.30

11.3
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A qualitative evaluation ot the subject's performance
during the test indicates many things that appear to ditferentiate
these records trom those of normal children at approximately the
same age.

Most apparent i. the presence ot many per.everated re-

spons •• , both within those given on one card and from card to
card.

Clear evidence of either of these two types of response is

rr------~-----,
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present in well over halt of the records.

In maDT instances thoa

perseveratina from one card to the next appeared to use what has
been caUed "magic repetition" or "Dlagic key" responses.
Color naming is a tairl1' common example ot this and was
present even in the records of some ot the fourteen and flfteen
rear old children.
don • t

A "magic key" rejectlon in the torm ot 'tI

know," or ftc an •t s.. nothln' ft was fairly otten seen.

Per-

.everation ot some kind appeared with about equal frequency at al
levels ot'intelligenoe.

Perseveration ot one conoept within the

same card was most common on card X in whlch the blot portions
were called "blrdies" or .tanimals," but could not be identified a
any particular animal.
It was telt that some chlldren recogniaed a concept as
something they had known, but were unable to name It. Twelve ot
them made statements suoh as "the proud thing", or "we see it by
the swings."

At times the blot would aot as a stimulus to tree

association and twenty-tive ot the children told storie. about
ao1mals or related an experience ot thelr own. The color would
occasion associations to things not present. suoh as the red
causing a child to think ot the devil, or yellow as the color ot
a book cover.
A few children gave completely arbitrary responses as
ShOwniby their inabilIty to describe what they saw, or by describ
1ng characteristics ot the concept that could not possibly be see
1n the blot

54.
that the outer blue portion of card X had Iteyes 11ke spiders, nose
like spiders, mouth like spiders, eyebrows 11ke spiders."

At

times the children showed evidence of an arbitrary response by an
inability to locate it or by pointing to a blot portIon and looking to the examiner tor approval.

Many Ws were of this type, tor

the chIldren seemed reluctant to cut off any portion ot the blot,
but traced around it entirely.
Nine ot the children gave what might be called "personal
reference" responses.

They referred to someone they knew; a

family member or a teacher or to a part of their own body_

Ex-

amples ot such repUes are. ttl. it your tace?", "like my dres.",
or "part of myselt here. ,.
regard the materials

8S

It seemed as it many chIldren did not

just blots, but saw them as something

quite real though otten puzzling to describe.

The sample c8ses,

appendix It illustrate some of these feature. ot the children-s
performance.

Few oligophrenic details were seen in the records of

these children.

It in the inquiry the child was presented with a

question with alternate answers, she very otten replied with the
last stated alternative.

It the alternatIves were switched, the

child still replied with the last stated.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The number ot studies using the Rorschach Ink Blot Test
dth children demonstrates the interest the field ot psychological
~esearch

has shown 1n th1s means ot evaluating personality devel-

opment. Early such investigations indicated the inappropriatness
of established adult norma and pointed to a need tor a chance in
~dm1n1stration

procedure when testing young children. Since YOUlll

people are growing rapidly, Rorachach data on children was needed
to establish norm. tor various age levels.

Recent studies have

sought to fulfill this need and these show promise of establishing
criteria that w111 be adequate.tor the normal child.
At t1mes we are led into believing that children of the
same mental 81e should be able to perform at the same level becau.e their mental ability as measured by tests 1s the same.
HoweYer t this thinld..nc tails to consider the wider range ot experience ot older children whose chronological age i8 greater than
their mental ace t or the laok ot experience of children whose
chronologioal aae is less than their mental age.

Since the Ror-

schaoh test reflects to a lreat extent direct and vicarious experience ot the subject •• spec1all1 .s relards the content of

;S

r

-

S6 ..

responses, it would be expected that older feebleminded Children
would give different responses from those ot younger children witt.
a similar mental age.
The present study evaluated the records of a feebleminde<
group as a whole and studied their records in the light of the
subject's intelligence as determined by the Stantord-Binet Intelligence Soale.
The subjeots used 1n this study were fifty teebleminded
girls from at. Mary ot Providenoe School, Chicago. '!'he age range
was trom

a.o

to 15-3 t with a mean or 12.33. Intelligence quo-

tients ranged from torty-thre. to seventy with an average IQ ot

56.9. Mental ages ranged from

~7

to 12-9 with an average ot

7.21 Y8ars.

These girls were examined in the testing booth at st.
Mary ot Providence school. Modification of standard procedure
was d.emed advisable because ot the age and mentality ot the subjects. The subjects were instruoted to hold the card in an upr1ght position without turning.

.As an aid to instruction, the

trial inkblot by Ford was photographed, enlarged, and mounted
on a oard. The inquiry was conducted immediately atter the subjects indioated they were finisbed with the card.

The location

ot the concepts were recorded in descriptive phrases by

~he

ex-

all1nerl. Beoause the children' s interest began to wane 1twas
deemed advisable to omit a second presentation ot the cards tor

the 'Du.rDO.e ot testina the l1m1ts.

It appears as it the children in this study were all
thin that range 01' IQ in which intelligence seems to have 11tt
tplluence on the number of responses.

These reebleminded girls

,ppear to give tewer responses and within a narrower range than
IlOrma1 children.

The cards most frequently responded to were X.

III, and VIII, in that order. Almost twice as many responses
,r ,iven on the colored cards.

No achromatic card received as many

responses as card II, the least-responded-to colored card. There
appears to be no tendency for the number at responses to increase
with increasing age that i8 found with normal children, and this
18 possible due to the feebleminded having some realization of

their limitations and therefore being more cautious 1n responding

tor tear at revealing them.
~.cting

Over three-fourths at tho.. re-

cards were over twelve and one-balt years of

"ain tbe caution at the older children

may

ace,

and h

have been tbe cause.

Perhaps the feebleminded lack associational abil1ty great enough
\0

respond easll1 to all card..

aolor~d

cards were rejected

8S

. otten as the achromatic ones. OVer Sixty per cent ot the re.,onses were on the oolored cards and this is thought to be due
o

\0 the children's natural responsiveness to color and the config-

urat10nal qualities of the colored carda.
Well over half at the responses tor the group were pure

form responses, and ot these sixty-four per cent were decidedly
alnus quality. When the number at popular responses among the

'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~c~tsL-_1
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were often able to see the obv10us well. but where the reapoD••

depended upon some degree of originality, the concept suffered
from p90r form.

For thIs IQ range there appears to be no meana 0

satisfactorIly evaluating the relation between ,Intellectual level
and F plus responses.

i'hese chIldren then, do not appear to have

reached the level ot mental maturIty where their critioal ability

is/such as to prevent them from producing poor torm, and though
the, may have had en interest In doing well, their capacity tor
more ratIonal or,anizatlon was not great enough tor them to do so
The manner of approaoh was suoh that these children .s
8

group followed well the gestalt qual1t!es ot the cards.

Most

ot the whole responseSt which comprised 28.2 per cent of tn.
total number, were at poor quality and at times arbitrary.

The

findings on Ware Inconclusive. but It appears these children

tend to use WS to apprOXimately the same extent as normal seven
year olds.

Eighteen confabulatory responses ot the DW type were

present in the reoords of the ,roup.

There appears to be no

relation between the quality ot W responses and ale or intelleotual level.

For these children, pure
an4 CFeomblned.

Uncontrolled

C

00101'

responses exceeded both' Fe
responses exceeded the sum

ot Fe and CF. There appeared to be no trend trom tbe use ot C to
CF tq Fe responses with an increase 1n IQ that is reported to be

normal.

There is no s1gn1t1oant correlation between sum C and

Intellectual level.

;9.
Only

halt ot the subjects sew movement ot any kind and

this appears to be fewer than tor normals. Tbose who were able
to see M also saw PM. There appears to be no relation between
intelligence quotients and the abIlIty to see movement tor these
chIldren.

For the group there was a mean of about one movement

response per record.
Almost twelve per cent of the responses were ot the colo]
naming, fire, blood VarIety, lacking in real form.

Major catego-

ries ot content were. animal, objects, human details, whole
humans and plants, in that order ot freQ.uency.
halt ot the responses were ot an animal nature.

Slightly under
Animal concepts

were seen sIx times 8S otten as objects, the next most frequentlr
reported oontent category. There appears to be a slight, but
unreliable trend away trom the use ot animal concepts for the
children with the higher IQs •. As children become acquainted with
things other than story book animals, content at their responseS
encompasses more objeots, natural concepts and human responses,
and this may hold true for the teebleminded girls in this study.
The.e children were able to S.e all the populars that
adults do exoept the one on card VI whlch need. ahadlng to make
it popular. The inability to ••• movement and shading was very
influential 1n preventing the.e ohildren trom seeing more populars.1 There appear. to be no increase in the number ot popular
responses seen with increasIng intelligence. However, the older
~irls

tended to see

morepo~ulars

whlch may indioate that this

69
ability is in some

way

a function of' age. The ability to aee

populars probably does not proceed at the same rate as tor nor~alst

although the mean number is olose to that reported tor six

and eight year old normals.
Qualitative evaluation ot the reoords points to perseveratlon at all levels ot intelligence both trom oard to card and
within the response. to one card, particularly number ten.

"Magic

key" response. reported by others was present in mall1' records.
Respon.e. were otten arbitrary, especially the whole
responses, and

80me

ohildren saw the blots as a stimulus for free

association and told stories trom books or from personal exper1enee.
Personal reterence responses entailed description ot
parts ot the child's body, dress or reterenoe to a third person.
Few oligophrenio responses oould be tound in the reoords ot the ••
children.
The characteristio responses ot a teebleminded g1rl whos.
age and intelligenoe approximates the subJeots in this study may
show the following Rorschaoh pattern.
1. Number ot responses near seventeen.

2. Average response time near on-halt minute.
3. Avera,e reaotion time over two minutes.

~.

5.
7.
8.
9.

6.

10.

Over sixty per cent ot the responses on the colored
cards.
Rejections seldom occur, never on card V.
Location categories distributed normally.
Wls ot poor quality.
F percentage over sixty per cent.
'-percentage over sixty per oent.
One or no movement reSDon.es.

11. Pure C responses exceed the sum of Fe and CF.
12. At least one popular, probabl1 on card V.
13. Hlgh animal percentage, between forty and fitty
per cent.
l~. No shading (Fe) responses.
The qualitative aspects or the responses ot feebleminded
girls may be expected to Include some ot the following tactors:
1. Parseveration both within a card or trom card to card.
2. "Hagl0 key" responses.
3. Color naming.
~. Inabll1ty to name the concept or adequately describe
It, 1.e" poor verballzation of experiences.
,. Blot. act as tree al.Qelation stimuli tor thlngs not
present.
6. Arbl trary responses.
1. Personal reterence respons•••
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APPENDIX I
SAMPLE RECORD

Case Number 18: Age 11-0 Me 7-8
Response
Card I
R.T. 18"
1. This i8 a face.

Card II
R.T. 22"
1. Oh, this is a
tace.

IQ 70

Inquiry

Scorin,

The ears, eyes and
teeth. Forehead and
this is the rest 01'
the face.

W F

Hd

The mouth. Oh, I
cantt think of this.
The neck, the nose.

VI

p-

Hd

F-

Hd

S

Faoe

Card III

R.T. 4"

1. This is a man
tace.

Nose, mouth, eyes,
ears, eyes, mouth.

W
S

Card IV
R.T. lit"
1. Oh boy, it looks
like a dog 'cause
his ears are hanging down.

The ears, the nose.
Oh, looks fu:nny' to
me. Ris ears are

DW F.

A

w

A

hanging down.

dead.

lie t s

Card V

R.T. 6"

1. Tba.tts a butter1'11'_

This is his horns,
his head, horns 1n
back at him. His
teathers.
66

F

Fe

p

67
Response

Inquiry

Scoring

Card VI

R.T. ,,"

1. Oh, lt's a cat.

Hls whiskers and hls
ears. Oh, that can't
be his ears. Hls leg.
and teet. The crease.
(rub. card) He's

DW Fo-

A

The

eyes, the earl,
the neck, the mouth.
Cheeka.

W
S

1'-

(Hd)

The tongue. Herets
the ab ••• the bones.
Here, the pink.

D

CF

Hd

That's nothlnt

Reject10n

The nose, the neck,
teeth. Here's the
l1ttle ey. hol•••
eyes.

)f

funny.

Card VII
R.T. 27"
1. Oh, that'. the
face. Oh, the
horns. It looka
like the devil.
Card VIII
R.T. l~.
1. Oh, look. l1ke
inslde your mouth.
Card IX

R.T. 90"
Oh.

Card X

R.T. 28"

1. Oh, this 1s the
whole part ot your
mouth

p-

Hd

SAMPLE RECORD
Ca.. numller 40
Response

Age 1,-2 MA 8-7 IQ 60
Scor1nc

Inquiry

Card I

R.T. 2"

1. ~t looks l1ke a
butterfly_

All here.

Body, wlngs

W

F

A

P

r
6~

Response
Card II
R.f. '+2"
I dontt know
Card III
R.f. 6"
1. Two people
holding a basket.
2. A bow.
Card IV
R.f. 41"
1. Two boots.

Scor1ng

Inquiry

Rejection
The shape, heads,
arms, legs, teet.
thaT 1"e hold1ng a
basket. A lot ot
people wear bows 1n
their hair.

II

M

H

P

D

F

Obj

P

Some cowboys wear
boots.

D

F

Obj

It he.• wings, head,
teet.

W

F

A

Card V

R.T. 27"

1. It looks 11ke
a butterfly again.

P

Card VI

R.i'. S;M

(1818 card down)

Card VII
R.f. 10"
1. Frog.

There's nothing

. Rejection

The leg8, body right
here

VI

F-

A

This rIght here.
Shaped like bears.
Trying to ,et trom
here over to the
other side. Going
alone·

D

PM

A

Card VIII

R.T. 9u

1. Looks 11ke bears
right here on the
s1de.

Card IX
R.'r. 90"
Can't see nothing
there

Rejection

P

r__
- ----------------------------------~
Response

69•
Seoring

Inquiry

card X
R.T. 26"
1. This here looks
like a spider.
2. A rabbit rl,ht.
here.

Right here. Shaped
like a spider.
It does look like a
rabbit 'cause he has
eart..
They are some kind of
3. This here looka
like bugs are trying bug trying to crawl
up the pole
to crawl up here.

D

F

A

p

D

F

A

p

A

D

SAMPLE RECORD

Case number 23.
Response
Card I
R.T. 15"
1. This looka l1ke
part of arms, and
part ot a neok.
2. A line.

Age 11-3 MA 6-9 IQ 60
Sooring

Inquiry

They're a 11ttle bit
straight and they're
round

here.

Uk...

d

F-

Rd

Right

All down here.

dd F.

Une

Here, because it·s

S

F-

At

Goes like this.

S

F-

clrcle

They.re straight.

dd

F..

line

It's pOinted. It's
straight out like
that.
It's 11ke this, then
lt goes out and it's
round.
Here. There.

Do F

Rd

D

F-

At

dd

F-

11ne

(points to oenter

dd

F-

line

Card II

R.T. 9·'
1. Stomach.

2. Herets a oircle.
A round one.
3.. Two lines.
Card III
R.T. 8"
1. Part ot the teet.
2. The heart ..

3. two lines.
Card IV
R.T. 11"
1. This 11ne running

round.

I"""

79
Response
through here.
2. Little sticks.
Card V
R.T. 12"
1. It looks 11ke

part ot where TOU
talk into.

(telephone mouth
piece)
2. Round circles
here.

11ne)
They're a little bit

del

F-

stick

d

F-

Obj

round

Right
Round

over herth

circle

(traces tingers around W
entire blot)

Card VI
R.T. 106"
I don't see nothing.
Card VII
R.T. 13"
1. A big, round
space. A spaoe

Scoring

Inquiry

Rejection
(points to center

At

S

full at where

your brains are.
2. A Une here.
3. A round 11ke
collar.
Card VIII
R.T. 3"
1. I see pink and
orange here and
greenish-yellowblue and gray.
2. Eyes, It's a
pink an1mal

line

Here, 1t's skinny.
d
Because 1t t S so round. D

Obj

D

en

D

Fe

round here.
D
Here. (points
to Ireen area) It's
in here.Cno1nts to

Cn

Round Uke round.
(pOints to side pink,
lower orange, middle
blue end upper gray)
Here. It t S round and
has like teet an animal, and head 11ke an
animal t and tail 11ke
an animal t and ears
l1ke an animal

Card IX
R.'!!.

4"

1. I see pink again.
Orange green, brown

Down

Round.

A

71
Response
2. I see eyes here.

Card X
R.T. ltd
1. I see a stem,
2. A c1role like
spiders.
3. Round here.
It. They look 11ke
spiders.

5.

I lee a round

h~re.

6. I see 8 plant
bere, orange.

..

Inquiry

Scorina

m1ddle brown)
Oh, little ones.
Because it's upw81"d
straight.
More like spiders,
They have lines.
It looks round.
(traces finser
around pixik)
Because they're green
vith ears. !!yes 11ke
spiders, and nose 11ke
spiders, and mouth
like spiders, and a
arm 11ke spiders.
Little feet like
spiders. Eyebrows like
spiders.
(po1nts to outer rust)

It's a plant.

del

F

.Ad

D

F

1'1

D.,

A

D

F-

c1rcle

D

F-

A

D

F-

circle

dd

Fe.

Pl

P

SAMPLE RECORD

Case number 37&

Age 10-6

Kl 6-2

IQ 59

Response
Card I
R.!. 8"
1. A dog face.

Scoring
They painted him
blu... Like a bone
here.

W

pc' ..

Card II
R.T. ltd
1. on, another dOl
pere.

The dog is all black.
D
Nose t mouth, his tail
and reet.
2. This 1s red and
(pOints to all the red D
th1s 1s red, and this portions)
1s red.

Ad

A

Cn

P

72
•
Response

Scoring

Inquiry

Card III

R.T. 9"
1. Ducks.
2. Duck.
3. Duck

Card IV
R.T. It-"

1. A monkey

Card V
R.T. 61. Another monk.,.,
but he don't have
his bead thQugh.

Card VI
R.T. 6"
1. A buttertly

His head, feet.
Because be is
black.
He's alwaJ' a duck.
And it's red.
Because it's a duck.

W

pc'.

A

D

Fet

A

D

Fe-

A

His hand. his other
hand t his teet and
his body

W

F

A

Feet up here, and

W

F-

A

D

F-

A

D

Fe

A

D

F

A

D

Fe

A

D

PC

A

D

Fe

A

And red.

teet up here.

They go around.
go SSSS.I.

maybe.

Card VII
R.T. 8"
1. Kittens

2. Small dogs.

Wings

They

They don't have not

ta:ll. Furry •
Have tail,. ears, eyes t
nose t mou'th.

Card VIII

R.T. 7"
1- Those are pigs.
2. Butterfly.

3. I Another butter..

f'l1.

Le,s and head and
U ttle tail. These
p:lgs are p1nk.
Oh, here. It's
orange.
P1nk. It's thi. one.

7.
Response
Card IX
Ih!. 6"
1. Fire.
2. Tree
Card X
R.T. 9"
1.

T~ee.

2. Birdie.

.3. Birdie.
4. B1rd1e.

5. Birdie

Inquiry

Seor1ng

Because they burn the D
bad. people up. (polnts
to orange portion)
All this. Look Breen. D

C

fire

OF.

Pl

D

F

Pl

D

F-

A

D

F-

A

D

F-

A

That's to have what
a tree ls l1ke.
(polnts to outer

yellow)
(points to outer
brown)

(Points to upper
green)
(points to outer

A

rust)

SAMPLE RECORD

Cas. number 39' Age 13-5 M.A 5-7 IQ""3
Response
Inquiry
Seoring
Cerd I

R.T. 9"
your tace?

1. Does 1 t look like

Got .,.es, mouth,
teeth, ears.

w

Hd

Card II

R.T. 28"
1. Maybe it looka
11ke a lion.
2. A monkey.

B1s teet, hls body,
hls paws here.
Looks 11ke hls bead.
Mouth, nose.

A
D

Ad

Card III

R.T. 16"

1. That looks like
a airatte.

Hls teet. That must
be his neck. He '8
doing sOJae trlok, I
thlnk.

A

Card IV
R.T. 10"
1. That must be like His ears, his foot.
a dog_
His bones in here.
He looks shagg,..
Card V
it.f.

6"

1. That looks 11ke
a bat.

Card VI
R.f. 20"
1. A gor111a
Card VII
R.f. 22"
1. That looks like
e t1ah

Card VIII
R.T. 31"
1. That looks 11ke
2. This must be a
bear.

3. This must be
water below the
stones.
Card IX
R.!. 3,"

1. That looks 11ke
an 0111 to me.

. 2. T~is looks 11ke
e tree to me.

Sooring

Inquiry

Response

w

Fe-

A

'cause he's got skin
and he', got ears and
11ttle teet. wings.

W F
Fo

A

His teet t the
gor111a's paws.
He's standing up_

W

F-

A

toause h1s boqy looks
11ke a fish. Six

DW

F.

A

Oh. all the colors.

w

C

paint

fish

That looks Uke a

bear to me. Feet
and nose. A pink
bear.
stonesJ 'cause they
have a~l pink and
yellow. Water right
here. Cominc down
here.

He'. up in a tre••
It look. 11ke h.'.
got big eyes •
Here. Has a stem
and st1cks.

D

Fe

A

II

stone
water

jf

F-

A

D

, ...

Pl

dr

CF

p

7;.
Response
Card X
F.T. 22"
1. That looks 11ke
8 reindeer.
2. All snow here.

Inquiry

He's got 11ke brown
skin.
This out here and in
here.
3. That must be look They have lots ot
teet.
like spider••
TheT have branches
If.. That must be
and the bees come
trees where they
out and make honey_
have honey_
That must be all of
5. This looka like
8 bunD1'_
h1s tail. Eyes,
little ears. R1lht
down there. (all
the lower green)

Scoring
D

PC

A

S

C'

snow

D

.,

A

D

F

P1

D

F-

A

P

APPENDIX II
TRIAL CARD

The tbe81. arul:mdtted Dr W1111am AIlthoD;r 0upPJ'
baa

~Il

read and. appraved 'b.r three .....rs of the Depart-

JDIImt of Pqcbology.

The tinal copies have been examined

bT

the t.i1J.tfJotoJ'

of the thea1.. and the eigDature whioh appears _low 1"&I'1.t1.
tbe tact that
and that the

fI1.tT

:ae••SSU7 ohange.

thesu 1s :now

giftll

haft

final

been incorporated,

appl"OTal

rete..... to content, tora, aadmecbaD10al

nth

~."..

'nut tbe.1.8 18 therefore acoepted 1n partial Mt:t.l.l.Dmt of the ~ts tor the Dep-ee of 1IasteJ' of

Arts.

